$850M ESTIMATED CONTRIBUTION TO GDP

$136M Professional | Scientific | Technical Services

$124M Agricultural Forestry | Fishing

$122M Information | Media Telecommunications

2,589 ESTIMATED NUMBER OF POTENTIAL SOCIAL ENTERPRISES

* EXCLUDING GOVERNMENT REVENUE FILTER

588 Agricultural | Forestry Fishing

531 Rental/Hiring | Real-Estate Services

390 Professional | Scientific | Technical Services

VALUE OF OUTCOMES

ESTIMATED ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL IMPACTS OF POTENTIAL SOCIAL ENTERPRISES

SOCIAL

$428M

ENVIRONMENTAL

$327M

VALUE OF OUTCOMES FROM OTHER ENTERPRISES ARE ESTIMATED AT $862M – THESE ARE LIKELY TO HAVE SOCIAL IMPACTS SUCH AS EMPLOYMENT BUT CURRENT DATA MAKES THIS DIFFICULT TO DETERMINE

VALUE OF OUTCOMES COULD POTENTIALLY BE MORE THAN $1.5 BILLION

NEXT STEPS

1. Work on existing Govt. surveys to add questions that further inform the size and value of the social enterprise sector in NZ.

2. Define what is meant by social, Māori and community enterprises.

3. Work with the sector to build capability to better record and communicate social and environmental value.
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